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Abstract

Named entity recognition (NER) in Chinese social media is
important but difficult because of its informality and strong
noise. Previous methods only focus on in-domain supervised
learning which is limited by the rare annotated data. How-
ever, there are enough corpora in formal domains and massive
in-domain unannotated texts which can be used to improve
the task. We propose a unified model which can learn from
out-of-domain corpora and in-domain unannotated texts. The
unified model contains two major functions. One is for
cross-domain learning and another for semi-supervised learn-
ing. Cross-domain learning function can learn out-of-domain
information based on domain similarity. Semi-Supervised
learning function can learn in-domain unannotated informa-
tion by self-training. Both learning functions outperform ex-
isting methods for NER in Chinese social media. Finally, our
unified model yields nearly 11% absolute improvement over
previously published results.

Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a basic task in natu-
ral language processing (NLP). NER is important and use-
ful for many high-level applications such as information
extraction and entity linking. With the development of In-
ternet, more and more researches focus on NER in so-
cial media (Li and Liu 2015; Habib and van Keulen 2015;
Cherry and Guo 2015; Peng and Dredze 2016b). NER in so-
cial media is more challenging because of its informality and
strong noise. Although efforts in English have narrowed the
gap between social media and formal domains (Cherry and
Guo 2015), NER in Chinese social media is still quite hard.

NER is a task to identify names in texts and to assign
names with particular types (Sun et al. 2009; Sun 2014;
Sun et al. 2014). Previous work for NER in Chinese social
media (Peng and Dredze 2015; 2016a) mainly use Condi-
tion Random Field (CRF) to deal with the task. They used
supervised learning which is limited by rare annotated data.
We want to use deep learning methods to learn from out-of-
domain corpora and in-domain unannotated texts.

We propose a unified model to learn from out-of-domain
corpora and in-domain unannotated texts. The unified model
contains two functions, one for cross-domain learning and
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another for semi-supervised learning. Our model can adjust
learning rate in deep learning for every sentence.

For cross-domain learning, a lot of previous work fo-
cuses on domain similarity (Sun, Kashima, and Ueda 2013;
Bhatt, Semwal, and Roy 2015; Bhatt, Sinha, and Roy 2016).
Sun, Kashima, and Ueda (2013) propose a multitask learn-
ing method to automatically discover task relationships from
real-world data. Their method can iteratively learn the task
similarities via measuring the similarities of model weights
of different tasks. They also show reasonable convergence
properties by convergence analysis. Our cross-domain learn-
ing function can learn out-of-domain information based on
domain similarity. We use similarity between out-of-domain
sentence and in-domain corpus to adjust learning rate for ev-
ery sentence in out-of-domain corpus.

For semi-supervised learning, a lot of previous work fo-
cused on confidence of prediction (Sarkar 2001; Watson and
Briscoe 2007; Yu, Elkaref, and Bohnet 2015; Maeireizo, Lit-
man, and Hwa 2004). We design a confidence based semi-
supervised learning function, which can be used to learn in-
domain unannotated information by self-training.

Our contributions in this work are as follow:
• We propose a unified model which can learn from out-of-

domain corpora and in-domain unannotated texts.
• We propose a confidence based semi-supervised func-

tion which can learn in-domain unannotated texts by self-
training.

• We propose a cross-domain function which can learn out-
of-domain information based on domain similarity.

Background and Related Work

Our work focus on cross-domain and semi-supervised NER
in Chinese social media with deep learning. We briefly re-
view NER in Chinese social media, cross-domain learning
and semi-supervised learning.

NER in Chinese Social Media

NER is a task to identify names in texts and to assign
names with particular types (Sun et al. 2009; Sun 2014;
Sun et al. 2014). As DEFT ERE Annotation Guidelines1

shows, there are five entity types: person (PER), titles (TTL),

1Entities V1.7, Linguistic Data Consortium, 2014
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organizations (ORG), geo-political entities (GPE) and loca-
tions (LOC). We consider PER, ORG, GPE and LOC. A
mention is a single occurrence of a name (NAM), nominal
phrase (NOM) or pronominal phrase (PRO) that refers to or
describes a single entity. We consider NAM and NOM.2 The
main methods for NER treat it as a sequence tagging task.

It is difficult for NER in social media because of its in-
formality and strong noise. There are many abbreviations
and typos in social media texts. Furthermore, The Chinese
language lacks explicit word boundaries, capitalization and
other clues which are helpful for solving NER tasks in En-
glish. The difficulty and usefulness of NER in Chinese so-
cial Media attracts more and more attention. For example,
Peng and Dredze (2015) explored several types of embed-
dings and proposed a joint training model for embeddings
and NER; Peng and Dredze (2016a) used word segmenta-
tion representation to improve NER.

Cross-Domain Learning

Cross-domain learning methods need to make use of out-
of-domain corpora to help improve in-domain results. There
are several reasons why we need to pay attention to cross-
domain tasks. First, it is hard to gain enough manually anno-
tated texts for every domain, which costs a lot of time for an-
notation. Second, we may not know the domain of test data
so we must consider domain adaption. However, in many
NLP tasks, the performance will drop considerably when we
test on a different domain, if we didn’t design proper cross-
domain learning methods. Fortunately, there is a lot pioneer-
ing work. For example, Lui and Baldwin (2011) chose to
select cross-domain features to help domain adaption; Axel-
rod, He, and Gao (2011) chose to select pseudo in-domain
data; Wen (2016) chose to train on multi-domain data. Sun,
Kashima, and Ueda (2013) used Gaussian RBF and poly-
nomial kernels to compute task similarity; Bhatt, Semwal,
and Roy (2015) used cosine similarity measure to compute
similarity for domain adaption.

Semi-Supervised Learning

In many NLP tasks, annotated data is quite limited but there
are massive unannotated texts. Manual annotation will cost a
lot of time, so it is important to explore methods to make use
of unannotated data. There are many semi-supervised and
unsupervised models. For example, self-training, co-training
and tri-training are used to select most reliable data for train-
ing. Watson and Briscoe (2007) used confidence-based self-
training to choose proper data; Sarkar (2001) used two mod-
els to choose confident unlabeled sentences; Yu, Elkaref, and
Bohnet (2015) trained on source data and chose high con-
fidence data from unlabeled data; Maeireizo, Litman, and
Hwa (2004) used two classifiers to choose most confident in-
stances; Kawahara and Uchimoto (2008) assessed reliability
of predictions and selected most reliable predictions.

2Our work is close to mention detection but for simplicity, we
use the term NER.

Proposal

We first build a bidirectional long short term memory neu-
ral network (BiLSTM) and combine transition probability
to form structured output with max margin neural network
(BiLSTM-MMNN). (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997;
Hammerton 2003; Chen et al. 2015; Taskar et al. 2005;
Pei, Ge, and Chang 2014; Huang, Xu, and Yu 2015) Then,
we propose a unified model for cross-domain and semi-
supervised NER in Chinese social media. We explain our
cross-domain learning function and semi-supervised learn-
ing function before our unified model.

BiLSTM-MMNN

We combine transition probability into BiLSTM with max
margin neural network as our basic model.

Transition Probability We combine transition probabil-
ity into BiLSTM with max margin neural network as our
basic model. Max margin criterion concentrate directly on
the robustness of decision boundary of a model, which will
be easier to expand to our unified model.

We define a structured margin lossΔ(y, ȳ) as Pei, Ge, and
Chang(2014):

Δ(y, ȳ) =

n∑
i=1

κ1{yj �= ȳj} (1)

where κ is the discount rate.
For a given instance x, our prediction will be the tag se-

quence with highest score:

y∗ = argmax
ȳ∈Y (x)

s(x, ȳ, θ) (2)

where s(x, ȳ, θ) is the score of tag sequence ȳ. The correct
tag sequence y will be larger up to a margin to other possible
tag sequences ȳ ∈ Y (x):

s(x, y, θ) ≥ s(x, ȳ, θ) + Δ(y, ȳ) (3)

To combine transition probability, our score function is as
follow:

s(x, y, θ) =

n∑
i=1

(Ati−1ti + fΛ(ti|x)) (4)

where fΛ(ti|x) indicates the probability of tag ti with pa-
rameters Λ, A indicates the matrix of transition probability
and n is the length of sentence x.

In our model, fΛ(ti|x) is computed as follow:

fΛ(ti|x) = −log(yi[ti]) (5)

Character and Position Embeddings Word segmen-
tation is important in Chinese text processing. Peng
and Dredze (2015) explored three kinds of embed-
dings for NER in Chinese social media: word, charac-
ter and character-positional embeddings. They showed that
character-positional embeddings yielded best result. We
choose character-positional embeddings in our models. For
character-positional embeddings, it is based on character but
also considers position of character in the word. It needs to
segment word to get the character position in the word.
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Cross-Domain Learning Function

It is hard to make use of out-of-domain corpora because
of the difference between in-domain corpora and out-of-
domain corpora. So we need to identify the similarity of
out-of-domain sentences with in-domain corpus. For cross-
domain learning, we train directly on both in-domain and
out-of-domain data. But we use different learning rate for
different out-of-domain sentences. The learning rate is ad-
justed by similarity function automatically. The learning rate
for sentence x is computed as follow:

α(x) = α0 ∗ func(x, IN) (6)

where α0 is the fixed learning rate for in-domain sentences,
func(x, IN) indicates the similarity between sentence x
and in-domain corpus IN , which is from 0 to 1.

In our model, we consider three different functions to
compute the similarity.

Cross Entropy We consider cross entropy between sen-
tence x =W1...WN and in-domain n-gram language model
LMIN . The cross entropy similarity is computed as follow:

func(x, IN) = C
1

− 1
N
log2(

∏N
i=1 P (Wi|Wi−n+1...Wi−1))

(7)
where C is a real-valued constant for tuning the magnitude
of similarity.

Gaussian RBF Kernel We consider Gaussian RBF kernel
as follow:

func(x, IN) =
1

C
exp(−‖vx − vIN‖

2σ2
) (8)

where C is a real-valued constant for tuning the magnitude
of similarity, σ is used to control variance of the Gaussian
RBF function, vIN and vx are vector representation for in-
domain training data IN and sentence x. In our model, we
first use word2vec (Mikolov and Dean 2013) to train on mas-
sive unannotated in-domain texts and gain embeddings for
every character-positional. Sentence vector is the mean of
character vectors in sentence. Corpus vector is the mean of
sentence vectors in corpus.

Polynomial Kernel We consider polynomial kernel as fol-
low:

func(x, IN) =
1

C

< vx, vIN >d

‖vx‖d . ‖vIN‖d
(9)

The definition of C, vx and vIN are the same as Gaussian
RBF kernel. If d = 1, the normalized kernel has the form
1
C cosθ,where θ is the angle between vx and vIN in the Eu-
clidean space, which is exactly the cos kernel.

Semi-Supervised Learning Function

Manual annotation costs a lot of time, so we need to try to
make use of unannotated texts to help solve the task. There
are many semi-supervised methods such as self-training, co-
training, tri-training. The main purpose of these methods is
to choose most confident prediction in the unannotated texts.
We propose a semi-supervised learning function based on
sentence confidence.

Our semi-supervised learning function is based on
BiLSTM-MMNN which depends on the decision boundary.
So sentence confidence of our model is based on the deci-
sion boundary. Our prediction is the tag sequence with high-
est score and the score need to be larger up to a margin to
other possible tag sequences.

For sentence x, our prediction is the tag sequence with
highest score as Equation 2:

ymax(x) = argmax
ȳ∈Y (x)

s(x, ȳ, θ)

we consider the tag sequence with the second highest score:

y2nd(x) = argmax
ȳ∈Y (x) and ȳ �=ymax

s(x, ȳ, θ)

Then our sentence confidence is defined as follow:

confid(x) =
ymax(x)− y2nd(x)

ymax(x)
(10)

In Equation 10, we can know if decision margin between
the max and second sequence is larger, our prediction will
be more confident.

Our semi-supervised learning function is dynamic be-
cause we compute confidence for sentences before every
epoch. Because confidence is based on our model, confi-
dence of sentences will be different in different epochs.

The learning rate αt(x) for unannotated sentence x in
epoch t is computed as follow:

αt(x) = αt
0 ∗ confid(x, t) (11)

where αt
0 is the learning rate for in-domain sentences at

epoch t, confid(x, t) is the confidence of sentence x at
epoch t.

Unified Model

In our unified model, learning rate αt(x) for every sentence
x at epoch t is computed as follow:

αt(x) = αt
0 ∗ weight(x, t) (12)

where weight(x, t) is used to adjust learning rate for sen-
tence x. The definition of weight(x, t) is as follow:

weight(x, t) =

⎧⎨
⎩
1.0 x is in-domain,
func(x, IN) x is out-of-domain,
confid(x, t) x is unannotated.

where func(x, IN) is the similarity between sentence x and
in-domain corpus IN and confid(x, t) is the confidence of
sentence x at epoch t.

Experiments

To demonstrate the effectiveness our proposed model, we
do some experiments on NER datasets. We will describe the
details of datasets, settings and results in our experiments.
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Models Named Entity Nominal Mention

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Overall OOV

BiLSTM-MMNN 65.74 33.65 44.51 70.42 50.51 58.82 51.44 14.35
+ All Data Merge 43.58 45.02 44.29 28.81 17.17 21.52 32.27 30.87

Cross-Domain Learning (proposal) 52.94 51.18 52.05 71.63 51.01 59.59 55.70 30.87

Semi-Supervised Learning (proposal) 68.42 36.97 48.00 73.43 53.03 61.58 54.57 15.65
Unified Model (proposal) 61.68 48.82 54.50 74.13 53.54 62.17 58.23 28.70

Table 1: NER results for named and nominal mentions on test data. We can see that our cross-domain and semi-supervised
learning improve NER. Our unified model outperforms previous work.
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Figure 1: Comparing F1-scores with different amount unannotated data. We can see that our cross-domain model improves
results with increased amount of unannotated data.

Named Entity Nominal Mention

Train set 957 898
Development set 153 226

Test set 211 198
Unlabeled Text 112,971,734 Weibo messages

Table 2: Details of Weibo NER corpus.

Datasets

We use the same annotated corpus3 as Peng and
Dredze (2015; 2016a) for NER in Chinese social media. The
corpus is composed of Sina Weibo4 messages annotated for
NER. The corpus contains PER, ORG, GPE and LOC for
both named and nominal mention. For out-of-domain data,
we use the MSR corpus of the sixth SIGHAN Workshop
on Chinese language Processing. The SIGHAN corpus only
contains LOC, PER and ORG three types for named men-
tion. We also use the same unannotated texts as Peng and
Dredze (2016a) from Sina Weibo service in China and texts
are word segmented by a Chinese word segmentation system
Jieba5 as Peng and Dredze (2016a).

The details of Weibo NER corpus are shown in Table 2.
For SIGHAN corpus, the details are shown in Table 3.

Baselines

We construct two baselines to compare with our proposed
unified model. The first one is the BiLSTM-MMNN model
trained and tested on in-domain corpus. As for the second
one, we pre-train on out-of-domain data and then train on

3We fix some annotating errors of the corpus.
4One of the most popular Chinese social media, which is similar

to twitter in English.
5https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.

Entity Type Train Set Test Set

Location 18522 3658
Organization 10261 2185

Person 9028 1864
Total 37811 7707

Table 3: Details of SIGHAN NER corpus.

in-domain data. For simplicity, we use BiLSTM-MMNN,
BiLSTM-MMNN + All Data Merge to denote the two base-
lines.

Settings

We pre-trained embeddings using word2vec (Mikolov and
Dean 2013) with the skip-gram training model, without neg-
ative sampling and other default settings. Like Mao (2008),
we use bigram features as follow:

CnCn+1(n = −2,−1, 0, 1) and C−1C1

We use window approach (Collobert et al. 2011) to extract
higher level features from word feature vectors. Our models
are trained using stochastic gradient descent with L2 regu-
larizer. As for parameters in our models, window size for
word embedding is 5, word embedding dimension, feature
embedding dimension and hidden vector dimension are all
100, discount κ in margin loss is 0.2, and the hyper param-
eter for the L2 is 0.000001. As for learning rate, the default
learning rate α0 is 0.1 with a decay rate 0.95. We set learn-
ing rate α0 = 0.05 in our unified model and α0 = 0.003 in
+ All Data Merge model. We train 10 epochs and choose the
best prediction for test.
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Figure 2: Results of basic model. Green bars denote correct predictions and red bars denote wrong predictions. We can know
that our main error type is CROSS and basic model is not good at long entities or entities with few occurrences in training data.

Named Entity Nominal Mention

Original 52.98 33.06
Post process 52.05 59.59

Table 4: Difference between before and after post process.
We can see that post process is helpful for nominal mention.

Results

Table 1 shows results in NER in terms of precision, recall,
F1-score for NAM and NOM. We also consider micro F1-
score and out-of-vocabulary entities (OOV) recall. We can
know that out-of-domain data helps a lot in OOV recall.

Cros-domain Learning Function For cross-domain
learning, we do experiments on the three similarity func-
tions: cross entropy, Gaussian RBF kernel and Polynomial
Kernel. For all similarity functions, we set the magnitude
tuning constant C = 1. For cross entropy, we use trigram
language model. We set σ = 1 for Gaussian RBF kernel.
For polynomial kernel, we try different values of d and find
that d = 1 worked well in our task. By comparing results
of three similarity functions, we find that polynomial kernel
with d = 1 get the best result. So we choose the polynomial
kernel with d = 1 for our cross-domain learning function.

Because SIGHAN only contains named mentions, our
model improves a lot in named mentions but compromises
in nominal mentions. We use a post process to combine the
result of cross-domain learning function and basic model
BiLSTM-MMNN. The process will keep the prediction for
nominal mentions of BiLSTM-MMNN and then adopt the
prediction for named mentions of cross-domain learning
function. The F1-scores of named and nominal mentions be-
fore (Original) and after post process are shown in Table 4.

Semi-Supervised Learning Function There are so many
unannotated texts, so sentences in unannotated texts may
be quite different from annotated sentences. We first select
the sentences with highest cross-entropy similarity. To avoid
that selected sentences almost have no entities, we use basic
model to test first and choose equal proportion for sentences
with / without entities6.

6we found that the proportions of sentences with / without enti-
ties are similar in both Weibo and SIGHAN corpora.

Named Entity Nominal Mention

Cross-domain 52.98 33.06
Unified 55.35 36.58

Table 5: Comparing cross-domain learning and unified
model. We can see that our cross-domain model outperforms
basic model.

We experiment on our semi-supervised learning function
with different amount unannotated sentences. We find that
it is hard for us to make use of too many unannotated sen-
tences.7 We choose 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 times unannotated data of an-
notated data. The results with different amount unannotated
data are shown in Figure 1, where NAM denotes named en-
tity, NOM denotes nominal mention and Overall F1-score
denotes micro F1-score of NAM and NOM.

Because we need to predict unannotated sentences be-
fore each epoch, we use pre-trained parameters of BiLSTM-
MMNN to initialize parameters in our semi-supervised
learning function.

Unified Model Because our unified model use SIGHAN
corpus, it also faces the same problem with cross-domain
learning function. It also improves a lot in named mentions
but compromises in nominal mention. We use the same post
process to combine the result of unified model and semi-
supervised learning function. Because unified model can
make use of out-of-domain and unannotated data but semi-
supervised learning function only requires unannotated data.
We can build our unified model based on the prediction of
semi-supervised learning function. To understand the advan-
tage of our unified model, we compare the original results
of cross-domain learning function and unified model as Ta-
ble 5.

Error Analysis

Although our unified model outperforms previous work, we
still need to know that result in Chinese social media is much
lower than formal domains. For example, the state-of-art re-
sult of NER in SIGHAN is 92.81. The result in Weibo is
much lower than it, so we need to do more analysis to help

7In our experiments, when unannotated data is 8 times bigger
than annotated data, it will not be able to improve results.
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(a) Unknown word rate of basic model.
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(b) Unknown word rate of cross-domain learning.

Figure 3: Comparing basic and cross-domain model. We can see that our cross-domain model helps a lot for entities with
unknown words.

understand why result in Weibo is so low. We also need to
know why our model can outperform previous work.

We design six metrics to do error analysis as follows:
• Sentence length.
• Entity length.
• Five error types: CONTAIN8, BE-CONTAINED9,

SPLIT10, CROSS11, NO-CROSS12.
• Occurrence number in training data.
• Unknown word rate of sentence.
• Unknown word rate of entity.

BiLSTM-MMNN

By analyzing results of our basic model BiLSTM-MMNN,
we find that entity length, occurrence number in training
data, unknown word rate of entity have a great impact on
prediction. We also find that NO-CROSS error type covers
most of errors in our prediction. We show details of these
analysis in Figure 2.

From Figure 2(a), we can find that no wrong predictions
belong to SPLIT error type, which means that our predic-
tions are continuous. The percentage of NO-CROSS errors
is 83.55%. So it may be a good choice to focus on NO-
CROSS errors. From Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c), we can
know that our basic model works not good when entity is
long or entity appears little in training data.

Cross-Domain Learning Function

To compare results of basic model and cross-domain learn-
ing function, we find some improvement as follows:
• Cross-domain learning function causes a great decrease in

NO-CROSS errors.
8Gold one contains our prediction
9Gold one is contained by our prediction

10There are gaps in our prediction
11Gold one cross our prediction
12There are no common words between gold one and our pre-

diction

• Cross-domain learning function improves a lot for entities
with few or no occurrences in training data.

• Cross-domain learning function helps a lot in predicting
entities with unknown words.

From these improvement, we can know that out-of-domain
can provide much more information about words and en-
tities which are not in in-domain data. It is a good choice
to use out-of-domain data to broaden knowledge of models.
We compare results of basic model and cross-domain learn-
ing function in Figure 3.

Semi-Supervised Learning Function

By comparing results of basic model and semi-supervised
learning function, we find that there is no big improvement
in a special aspect but semi-supervised enhance overall re-
sults. For semi-supervised learning function, we use self-
training method to assign a confidence for every unannotated
sentence. Unannotated sentences are used to strengthen our
training on annotated data. So it helps almost every aspect
but the improvement is not big.

Unified Model

Our unified model combines cross-domain learning and
semi-supervised learning which are better than two learning
functions. But the results are still quite low, when compar-
ing to results in SIGHAN.By analyzing results of our unified
model, we still need to focus on following points:

• NO-CROSS errors.

• Named or nominal mentions with few or no occurrences
in training data.

• Entities with high unknown word rate or entities in sen-
tence with high unknown word rate.

• Long entities or entities in long sentence.

Conclusions

We propose a unified model for NER in Chinese social me-
dia. The model can learn from out-of-domain corpora and
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in-domain unannotated texts. In our experiments, our uni-
fied model outperforms previous work. Furthermore, our tar-
geted and detailed error analysis not only helps us under-
stand the advantage of our model but also points out the as-
pects we need to pay more attention to.
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